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Background &
Methodology.

Setting the scene
RMIT are currently undertaking a construction project
called the New Academic Street.
This project will see the heart of the RMIT City campus
transformed by opening the campus to the City, building
new student facilities, upgrading the central library and
creating new retail and urban spaces inside the campus.
The project has seen construction activity underway in a
live academic environment. As a result there is a strong
focus on effective change communications to staff and
students to ensure business continuity throughout.
Initial works have been completed to ‘prepare’ the campus
for the main construction project and communications have
been activated to share the vision with staff and build
awareness and engagement.
The first milestone has been delivered, with Student Portals
on levels 9-13 of Building 10 completed on 29 February
and handed back on the 1st day of Semester 1 2016.
This research program monitors staff and student
engagement through the life of the project, through a
combination of online surveys and focus groups.
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Project flow.
A multi-staged approach.

Stage 1

Stage 2a

Stage 2b

Stage 3

Clarify mission

Staff Focus Groups

Tracking (Wave 3)

Deliver insights

Project Scoping
Workshop

Conduct 2 x focus groups with
staff directly / generally
affected by NAS works

Online surveys with staff and
students

5 Objective: Confirm the
methodology, approach,
timings, critical milestones and
contract.
5 This was a one hour face-toface session to meet and,
importantly, to create a shared
vision for the research and
engage all relevant decisionmakers in the process.
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5 Objective: Provide additional
context to identify impact,
understand information
sources (and flow), maximise
engagement, with the ultimate
aim of leveraging staff to drive
NAS Advocacy.
5 Two focus groups with staff on
campus.

5 Objective: Track key
communications KPIs
established in Wave 1 and
movement from Wave 2.
5 Surveys will be conducted with
staff and students who
regularly attend the city
campus.

Analysis, reporting and
presentation

5 Objective: Provide clear and
actionable insights into
ongoing NAS communications
effectiveness and
recommendations how to
improve future
communications.
5 We will analyse results and
report the findings of the
research to address the
objectives of the research.

Research Aim.
Provide additional context to
identify impact, understand
information sources (and flow),
maximise engagement, with the
ultimate aim of leveraging staff
to drive NAS Advocacy.
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Sample Structure
Two focus groups were conducted with RMIT staff on Thursday 7th April, 2016 at the RMIT
Melbourne City campus for a duration of 90-120 minutes.

Group #

1

2

8

Target group

Description

Date and time

Staff

Work at the RMIT city campus

Thursday 7th April
10:30am – 12.30pm

7

Work at the RMIT city campus

Thursday 7th April
1:00pm – 3.00pm

4

Staff

Attendees

Executive
Summary.

Executive Summary
This report outlines research findings from two focus groups
conducted with RMIT City campus staff directly / generally
affected by NAS works.
Focus groups were conducted at the RMIT Melbourne City
campus on Thursday 7th April, 2016 for a duration of 90-120
minutes each.
This report covers:
8 Staff behaviour & Impact of NAS construction works;
8 Attitudes towards NAS;

8 Current engagement with NAS;
8 Information needs;
8 Future engagement with NAS; and
8 Initiatives.
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With the NAS construction works thoroughly underway staff are
feeling the impact of the works on a regular basis.
Impacts experienced by staff as a result of NAS construction
works include noise, dust, fumes, vibrations, difficulties using
lifts, navigating around campus and accessing buildings, having
to go off campus to purchase food, having to move rooms,
difficulties in securing replacement rooms and resources,
specialised research/ lab facilities being shut down, disruption to
delivery of course and timetabling, dealing with disgruntled
students, students postponing studies and concerns over
hosting external colleagues/ commercial contacts on campus
due to disruption.

As a result of the impacts of NAS construction works, staff are
spending substantially less time on campus where possible,
impacting negatively on staff morale.
Some frustration exists that works are often believed to be
occurring outside of specified times. Staff want further
clarification on the agreed construction timetabling workers
should be abiding by.

Executive Summary
Overall, there is concern over the health and safety of both staff
and students on campus. There has been cases of staff
experiencing respiratory issues as a perceived result of the dust/
fumes on campus and with construction works occurring in close
proximity to teaching/ working spaces some staff question
whether the campus is a safe area to work or study.
Staff have mixed attitudes towards NAS, with some feeling that it
will be a worthwhile cause, whilst others are still unsure of the
outcome. Regardless of staff attitudes towards the NAS project,
staff mention the inconvenience caused in the interim.
A number of staff mention that they have seen students enjoying
the new Student Portals in Building 10 which have been opened
up for use since the beginning of semester.
As it currently stands staff generally do not feel that they play a
role in the NAS project.
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There is a sense amongst staff that the NAS project has taken a
reactive rather than proactive approach to planning, leaving staff to
question whether there is genuine consideration taking place to
help staff and students deal with the impacts of the works.

Staff feel that communication in general regarding NAS, its impact
and consequences for staff are not provided in a timely manner.
Although staff do not see the impacts of NAS easing up throughout
2016, they acknowledge the role communication has in helping
mitigate the impact.
NAS communications to staff need to be targeted, timely and
authentic.

Staff behaviour &
Impact of NAS
construction works.

With the NAS construction works thoroughly
underway staff are feeling the impact of the works
on a regular basis.
8 During a regular semester staff spend a large
portion of time at the RMIT City campus, with
full time staff generally on campus 38+ hours
a week, 5 days per week, with some staff
also coming to campus on weekends when it
is generally quieter.
8 Staff spend a majority of their time where
their school is located however move around
campus for teaching purposes and meetings.
8 However as a result of the NAS construction
works staff are finding the campus chaotic,
and more so than previous construction
works that have taken place on campus,
disrupting their life on campus.
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The word nightmare comes to mind.”
It was a little more chaotic to start
with than we expected.”
It has been a much larger impact
than anticipated.”
You can’t avoid the construction.”

Impacts experienced by staff as a result of
NAS construction works include:
8 Hearing the works on campus, it’s noisy
8 Encountering dust and fumes around
campus
8 Concerns over potential dust related
health issues
8 Feeling vibrations from the works
8 Experienced difficulty using lifts
8 Difficulties navigating around campus, it’s
difficult to give directions
8 Difficulties accessing buildings
8 Having to go off campus to purchase food
8 Having to move classrooms/ office spaces
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8 Difficulties in securing replacement rooms
and resources for teaching and/or working
8 Specialised research/ lab facilities being
shut down due to noise or room requisition
leading to halting of work/ course delivery
8 Disruption to delivery to course/ content
8 Disruptions to timetabling
8 Dealing with disgruntled students whose
studies have been heavily impacted by
works (predominantly research students)
8 Students postponing studies
8 Concerns over hosting external
colleagues/ commercial contacts on
campus due to disruption

Impact of NAS
Verbatim Comments
We are dancing around each other trying to work
out who can use different spaces.”

It rolls onto other systems, timetabling is
impossible, rooms might disappear.”

We knew we were going to loose acoustic
work access but now we’ve had to stop
completely, that includes PhDs not being
able to continue.”
For client meetings people get lost I have to meet
them on the streets.”

It takes too long to go off campus to buy food.”
There is a shortage of meeting rooms.”
Research students don’t have a space where
they can work efficiently.”
The sounds travel up the building through the
columns.”
When moving materials in the building you need a
map and a compass to know how to get in with a
trolley load.”
There’s a whole domino effect of
everyone moving around.”
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Lifts are hard to access, particularly now during
semester, it’s hard when you are trying to get to a
meeting.”
It was actually vibrating, you couldn’t conduct
yourself properly.”

Presentation of the campus is not the best for
doing business from a commercial side.”

As a result of the impacts of NAS construction
works, staff are spending substantially less time on
campus where possible, impacting negatively on
staff morale.
8 As a result of NAS construction works, where
possible, staff are working less hours on campus,
opting to go to near by cafes, often off campus for
work and meetings. Staff are unlikely to stay in the
evenings or come in on the weekends if works are
being undertaken as it’s difficult for them to
conduct their work.
8 Some staff mention feeling embarrassed having
visitors/ clients come to campus and therefore
schedule meetings off campus instead, or mention
having to meet visitors outside and walking them
up to the building.
8 Fewer staff on campus has led to reduced morale
amongst some offices due to reduced staff
numbers and interaction.
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It’s kind of embarrassing to show people, I’ve
got people coming from overseas and it looks
like a bomb site.”
The Vine is my unofficial office, I don’t work in
my office anymore, I move around the city
because it’s too noisy.”
We used to use the campus to go to the cafeteria
and meet there, now there is nowhere to actually
meet, so you change the way you meet up with
colleagues.”
The morale is quite bad because no one comes in
anymore, they work from home, I work all over the
city so we don’t catch up or meet in the team room.”
One of the guys in my team has been severely
affected by the dust. He can’t work in our building
which makes it really difficult. He has to relocate in
isolation and run back and forth for meetings.”

Some frustration exists that works are often
believed to be occurring outside of specified
times. Staff want further clarification on the
agreed construction timetabling workers should
be abiding by.
8 Staff feel construction work is often occurring
outside of specified construction work times,
creating a excess noise and distraction.
8 Frustration also exists amongst staff due to, lifts
designated for staff and students are often used
by construction workers.
8 Staff are seeking clarity on agreed construction
work quiet times in order to better exercise their
rights regarding the enforcement of these
agreements.
8 Given the negative impact working in close
proximity to the works some staff mentioned
they should have been completely moved out of
the construction zones and relocated to
different facilities for the length of the project.
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I find that there’s times when they are not meant to
work, but what would be good is if they actually
didn’t work during those times. They seem to be
playing games. They are following their own
guidelines of when they are operating.”
The guys that do the jackhammering they do it
when they feel like it.”
The issues is lifts, the workers are meant to use
1 but use more.”
Relationship would be better if they followed the
rules.”
We should have been given other offices, it’s not
really workable.”

Overall, there is concern over the health and safety of
both staff and students on campus. There has been
cases of staff experiencing respiratory issues as a result of
the dust/ fumes on campus and with construction works
occurring in close proximity to teaching/ working spaces
staff question whether the campus is safe area to work or
study.
I’m curious as to what longer term
heath affects are.”
Other people are being distressed by
what it means and whether this is a
safe space to be in.”
Occasionally you look out the
window, you see the cranes and
you feel concerned, there is
some doubts, so you hope the
safety measures are in place.”
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The dust has affected my voice since
Christmas. I’ve been to the doctor
twice. They found that the windows
have not been sealed properly.”

It’s a concern about the unknown.”

Everyone I spoke to is worried if
it’s performed safely.”

It would freak me out, we are
breathing it in, there are all those
sorts of concerns.”

Attitudes towards
NAS.

Staff have mixed attitudes towards NAS, with some feeling
that it will be a worthwhile cause, whilst others are still
unsure of the outcome. Regardless of staff attitudes
towards the NAS project, staff mention the inconvenience
caused in the interim.
 Positive Attitude Towards NAS
 Negative Attitude Towards NAS
•

Staff members who feel that the NAS project is a
worthwhile initiative believe that there will be a
number of benefits for both staff and students
including new open spaces which are modern,
giving old areas of the campus a much needed
update.
I have a good sense of why it’s been done, making it
more accessible and making it a better environment
for student and staff, I think it will be spectacular it is
just the in between.”
We can see some of the achievements that have
been made already, it’s about bringing the campus
into the 21st century, no one is debating the rationale
of it but it’s an unusual situation to be working in an
area that is going through construction.”
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•

Those staff members who had a more negative
attitude towards NAS were unclear of what the NAS
project will actual deliver and had concerns that a
number of resources will be lost and questioned
how functional the spaces will be.
I have always thought this is a very muddled
initiative I’m not aware of the universities plan, I think
it’s interesting but I don’t quite see the strategic fit.”
I don’t have a good enough sense of what it will be,
the architecture looks like a sales hype but I can’t tell
what the building will offer functionally.”
I think we have to accept the fact that there is a
downside of this, some students in some cases it will
decide whether they continue their studies.”

A number of staff mention that they have seen
students enjoying the new Student Portals in
Building 10 which have been opened up for use
since the beginning of semester.
Staff hope that other spaces like
these will be opened up throughout
the different phases of the project so
that students can enjoy the new
facilities and benefits that the
project has to offer more readily.
From what I’ve seen so far I love the
space and lounges, it’s more open
and the hub a bit more relaxed, it’s a
bit more of a modern way of working,
I think the works will be amazing
once it’s finished.”
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The students are using it as a space
to chill out.”

The student hub, students have been taking to that
area pretty well, and we have been using it to meet as
well, so there has been some benefits, and there is a
coffee shop there now, it’s 50m away so that’s a
bonus, we’ve not had that before.”

I love the way they reinvented the
student space in building 10, the way
they put glass it’s not enclosed, even
staff can use that, there is a little café
if we need a coffee, I think it’s great
for students and staff as well.”

Student portals in building 9/10/13
are open, there are spaces for
students to sit and they are being
well used.”

Current engagement
with NAS.

As it currently stands staff generally do not feel
that they play a role in the NAS project.
8 Some staff mention being asked
questions by students regarding the
NAS project, however have not always
been able to answer these as they
were uninformed themselves.
8 Although a staff member mentioned
that as a staff member of the university
they felt obliged to talk up the project
and it’s benefits, regardless of how the
project is actually tracking.

You get asked questions and you
don’t know the answer. It seems like
you are not doing your job properly.”
Not sure I’m confident at this stage to give
them the right information.”
I communicate to students what’s happened if
they don’t know, they get sent emails but
maybe they’re not clear, a lot of students are
unhappy and have applied for leave.”
There is no mechanism to disseminate to students
the level of impact because we don’t even know the
impacts and alternatives.”
With my marketing hat on I feel the obligation
to talk about the benefits, but I don’t think the
opportunity is there as the students would not
have seen the rewards.”
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There is a sense amongst staff that the NAS project has
taken a reactive rather than proactive approach to
planning, leaving staff to question whether there is
genuine consideration taking place to help staff and
students deal with the impacts of the works.
Staff feel that there has been minimal planning
beforehand, mentioning that they are not always
informed of what exactly to expect, making them
wonder if anyone has thought about how the works will
actually impact the staff and students and what the best
ways to deal with them will be.

Overall impression is that it is chaotic, there is no
one in control, and there is no clear message.
Who is running this? What is happening?”

Although some issues have been dealt with once raised
overall it seems to staff that this is a reactive approach
rather than one of proactive forward thinking and
preparation.

The planning around it seems hap hazard.”

Staff do not always feel listened to or considered and
therefore have some resentment to the project and how
it is affecting them and their students.
Staff mentioned that HR assist has not been an
effective or helpful mechanism to help them cope with
impacts that arise and it is thought no be an impersonal
approach.
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There seems to be very poor consideration of
the consequential impact.”

I agree I think the project as a whole is poorly
managed, no one has listened, and students are
affected at the moment.”

If you look at signage all it tells you to do is to
contact HR assist and there is no one at the end
of the line, it’s not necessarily an efficient course
of action.”
Over the last 6 months it has been a reactive
process rather than a proactive process.”

Information needs.

Staff feel that communication in general regarding
NAS, its impact and consequences for staff are
not provided in a timely manner.
8 Now that NAS demolition is well under
way staff are wanting to know exactly
when and how they will be affected.
8 The earlier staff are informed the more
time they have to plan ahead without
any surprises.
8 However thus far staff mention being
sprung with a number of situations, i.e.
being moved, classrooms now
available, meaning that they did not
have time to sufficiently plan making
them feel frustrated at the situation.
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The staff don’t have a sense of when this will
start and stop. It’s a battle zone. If it’s quiet today
you don’t know whether it will come back
tomorrow or in 5 minutes. The intermittent noise
is the worst, it’s the uncertainty.”
We only get short notice.”
We’ve had the NAS people come and tell us
that we are out tomorrow.”
I understand why we are doing it, improving
the facilities, but I do feel the communication
is quite poor, sometimes it’s not
communicated well.”
When you see people that are lost or
disorientated you need to instruct them, but
there is no map it’s hard for me to get around
and show them where to go, we don’t have
maps on the website to see where the
construction zones are.”

NAS weekly update.
There is a notification that goes around every
week but it is quite broad.”

Staff are most likely to keep up to date with NAS
through the NAS weekly update.
However, staff are bombarded with university emails
and consequently these emails can often go
ignored.
As the NAS weekly update currently stands, staff
find the newsletter to be lengthy and providing
broad general information that may not necessarily
be specifically relevant to them or their colleagues,
thus staff find themselves skimming through the
newsletters.
Several staff mentioned their school manager going
through the NAS newsletter and highlighting pieces
of information that may be of relevance and then
redistributing the newsletter to help staff
disseminate the information provided.

Weekly update that NAS puts out but our
school manager highlights specific areas that
will impact out school and then redistributes.”

Global information that you have to pick through,
buried in an information sheet to all staff.”
Right now we don’t have info that is useful,
because of the frequency and length the style
we have people that try to unpick it and try and
reference it but it’s second guessing what it
might mean.”

It’s very generic, I assume it goes to whole uni,
but people are being affected in different ways.”
I read every second addition and just skim
through it.”
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Although staff do not see the impacts of NAS easing
up throughout 2016, they acknowledge the role
communication has in helping mitigate the impact.
8 It is important to give staff specific and complete
information on the NAS project.
8 Staff mentioned that it would be useful to have an
up to date and interactive website that includes a
map of the campus where you can click on
different areas and see exactly how that specific
area is being affected and for how long.

8 It is important for staff to know when the dates for
the works (including dates of disruptions, stages
and milestones as well as an overall completion
date), an updated gantt chart on the website
would allow staff to easily track the progress of
the project and know what to expect going
forward.
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Information is a way of mitigating how bad it is.”
An active dynamic website not one
that was updated 6 months ago.”
Something where you can see an
end date.”
It is important for NAS to speak
truthfully to staff members about how
the project is tracking.”
A decent website where you can click and see
exactly what is going on, with a picture of the
site showing boundaries and have a timeline.”
It is important to know what the next stage is
going to be so in a sense in your head you are
reaching completion, a lot of the deadlines may
be adjusted but at least we know.”

NAS communications to staff need to be
targeted, timely and authentic.
1. Target communications to
those staff affected.

1. Provided communications
well ahead of time.

3. Ensure communications
are authentic.

Staff would like information to
be detailed and specifically
targeted to them rather than
general information. Staff need
to easily be able to know if and
how they will be impacted.

Staff need to receive
information of exactly how
they will be affected ahead of
time, so that there are no
surprises, allowing them to
plan ahead accordingly.
Updates are only required
when new changes occur.

Communications need to
genuinely acknowledge the
actual impacts staff and
students will be experiencing,
showing that NAS understand
the real impacts staff will be
enduring.

People are being affected in
different ways.”
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People are able to assess the impact
ahead of time when you have some
information in a way you can deal
with it effectively i.e. finding a venue
ahead of time.”

The message should acknowledge
the short term impact.”

Future engagement
with NAS.

Staff feel that they have provided feedback
regarding NAS on several occasions however are
not convinced that their feedback is taken on
board and therefore are reluctant to want to
commit to be a part of an advisory group.
Some staff recognise that they could be a source
of information for students regarding NAS,
however need to have the relevant knowledge
themselves before they are able to do so.

I don’t want any more involvement in advisory
group I don’t need another one none of them
have been a proactive experience it seems quite
pointless, it would have to provide some
opportunity for some difference.”
What we are saying here is nothing
different from what we’ve been saying in
several meetings from November.”
If we had essential info we can provide info to
students who have queries or are complaining and
then we can communicate i.e. whether it’s running
on time, if we had a snap shot of information we
can provide, so if we are being asked questions we
can respond with some clear information.”

Ways to get more staff on board and informed
could be either to:
8 Have a member from the NAS team attend
school meetings to provide current updates on
the project and how it will effect staff, or;
8 Have one nominee from each school attend a
briefing session about the NAS project then
come provide a debrief to others in the school
on how they will be affected.
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I think it’s important to have someone to report to
the department and the impacts that will
immediately impact that area. If we can have a
nominated staff member that attends these staff
meetings it eases the pain of not knowing. There
would be lots of commitment but if it could be
scoped into someone’s work plan, and
disseminate it across the school.”

Initiatives.

Some staff felt that the initiatives listed below are more of a distraction
mechanism to try and make people forget what is happening around them
rather than being genuinely valuable. Construction briefings/ general
update per school was rated most highly. Staff see the ability for such
initiatives to provide them with information about the project however, see
little scope to incorporate these initiatives in their curriculum.
Initiative
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Does the initiative
Does the initiative
Does the initiative Does the initiate
Does the initiative
provide staff with
help staff meet
reflect positively
enable staff to
provide staff with
an opportunity to
different people
on the New
understand their
information about
embed learning
from outside their
Academic Street
role in the
the project?
into their
school / college?
Project?
project?
curriculum?

Initiative
Mean

Construction briefings/ general
update per school

4.1

2.3

2.2

3.1

3.1

3.0

Building site tours of NAS

4.1

3.2

2.0

3.2

2.1

2.9

Staff morning tea and learn session

3.4

3.3

1.6

3.0

2.3

2.7

Education videos

4.0

1.8

2.7

3.0

2.1

2.7

Prototype space

3.4

2.3

2.2

2.8

2.1

2.6

Staff evening drinks and learn
session

2.9

3.6

1.3

2.7

2.0

2.5

Retail Tasting Market

2.4

2.4

1.6

2.7

1.8

2.2

Pop up retail testing; design markets
at Melb Central and Alumni
Courtyard

2.1

2.3

1.4

2.8

1.8

2.1

Public art program

1.9

2.1

2.1

2.9

1.4

2.1

Working Together campaign

1.9

2.1

1.8

2.3

2.1

2.0

Statement mean

3.0

2.6

1.9

2.8

2.1

